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In recent years, air pollution has seriously affected people’s production and life, so the air
prediction has become a research hotspot in recent years. When analyzing air data, it is found
that this type of data has not only temporal correlation, but also spatial correlation. For these
temporal and spatial characteristics, this paper studies deep spatio-temporal learning method to
global prediction. The purpose is to learn the evolution rule behind the spatio-temporal sequence,
and give an estimation for future state. To be specific, we propose two novel forecasting models
based on video processing technology: Spatio-temporal Orthogonal Cube model (STOR-cube) and
Spatio-temporal Dynamic Advection model (ST-DA), which effectively capture the spatio-temporal
correlation and accurately predict the long-term air quality. STOR-cube contains three branches,
i.e., a spatial branch for capturing moving objects, a temporal branch for processing motion, and
an output branch for coupling the first two mutually orthogonal branches to generate a prediction
frame. ST-DA constructs a spatio-temporal reasoning network to learn the characteristics of the
spatio-temporal domain, and its impact on the future is explicitly modeled by pixel motion. Ex-
periments results on the real-world datasets demonstrate our proposed approach significantly out-
performs the state-of-the-art ones. Moreover, our model can be extended to other spatio-temporal
data prediction tasks.
Keywords: spatio-temporal data mining, global prediction, 3D convolution, dynamic neural
advection.
1 Introduction
Spatio-temporal forecasting has many important applications such as weather prediction, behavior
prediction [8], transportation planning. With the development of urban industrialization, automobile
exhaust emission and heavy metal diffusion also become part of air pollution [10]. So, predicting air
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pollution is a vital task, which can highly impact our daily life and guide government decisions. Due
to the significance, it has received great attention both in academic and industrial community [21].
Air quality data is recorded by the fixed ground monitoring stations and other monitoring systems
[1, 16] at regular time intervals, which cannot reflect the dynamical effects from the adjacent areas
with the changing time [27]. Unlike clustering tasks [19], the long-term prediction still lacks a satisfac-
tory progress in the literature, mainly due to the complex non-linear characteristics in spatio-temporal
dimensions. The correlations of air pollution change significantly over time, and may fluctuate tremen-
dously and suddenly (e.g., an accident). How to analyze the complex and dynamic relationships to
develop a novel spatio-temporal data mining model and accurately predicting is a challenging issue.
Although some influential studies have been applied the spatio-temporal data on weather fore-
casting, most of these methods deal with continuous temporal attributes or limit independent spatial
characteristics. More recently, numerous models [11, 14] have been proposed containing some external
factors, however, they did not consider the evolution of spatio-temporal dimensions. Later, data-
driven models replaced knowledge-driven ones, that is, using neural networks to predict air pollution.
Nevertheless, neural networks are a shallow learning method which cannot fit spatio-temporal charac-
tersand handle high-dimension dynamic attributes. Deep learning model is a new data mining tool due
to its strong feature expression and high-dimension non-linear mapping relationships. Recent studies
use image processing technology to analyze the spatio-temporal data [15, 26]. However, there existed
some limitations in the time domain, and they did not consider the continuous motion information.
The above concerns motivate us to research deep learning model based on video processing, that
is, forecasting the next frame from the previous consecutive ones. According to the dynamic spatio-
temporal attributes and the complex nonlinear spatio-temporal coupling relationship, we construct
spatio-temporal reasoning algorithm to fuse spatio-temporal features, and propose a generative model
for global prediction. Specifically, firstly, we design a matrix representation of spatio-temporal data
(image-like) and a matrix block expression (video-like). Then we propose two deep learning net-
works based on video processing: Spatio-temporal Orthogonal Cube model (STOR-cube) and Spatio-
temporal Dynamic Advection model (ST-DA). Experiments on real-world datasets confirm that our
models are superior to the most advanced performances.
The paper is divided as follows: we first present the background and related work in section II.
Section III elaborates on our proposed approach. In Section IV, we discuss the datasets use and
present the results and analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
2 Related Work
In this section, we describe the infrastructure for air quality forecasting and video processing.
2.1 Air Quality Forecasting
Air quality prediction has been extensively studied in past decades. A spatio-temporal support
vector regression (ST-SVR) was proposed to establish a local support vector regression model with
spatial auto correlation variables [23]. Huang et al. [6] integrated the time effect into Geographi-
cally Weighted Regression (GWR), that is, the Geographically and Temporally Weighted Regression
(GTWR), to capture the heterogeneity of space and time, and then applied on a quantitative corre-
lation model between Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) and PM2.5 [4]. These regression models cannot
express the complex non-linear spatio-temporal relationship and bio-dimension dynamics. Meanwhile,
these machine learning methods have great difficulties in over-fitting and local minima, and their
generalization ability is insufficient.
Generalizing deep learning algorithm to spatio-temporal data mining is an emerging topic in many
fields, i.e. weather prediction. Yi et al. [24] proposed DeepAir, which was a distributed architecture
with multi-source heterogeneous data to capture multiple impacts. However, it does not consider the
influence of time dimension variation. Therefore, it is difficult to describe the spatial and temporal
distribution of air pollution. Based on [26], spatio-temporal residual network (ST-ResNet) is proposed
to predict air quality [25]. ST-ResNet use convolutional neural network (CNN) to model the correlation
between space grids, and limit the time attributes to three attributes: periodicity, trend, and proximity.
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It neglects the low-level temporal motion which is more important. Graph neural network (GNN) [20]
has been popular for spatial relationship of nodes, however, its understanding of space primitives in
space-time ontology is that space is limited to point-based and discrete. In actual situation, the air
data is distributed in whole space, and GNN ignore the correlation among adjacent areas.
2.2 Video Processing
Some scholars have proposed using CNN for intelligent video behavior recognition [12], but com-
pared with processing static images and video recognition, making predictions from dynamic videos is
a huge challenge. Traditional 2D CNN does not consider the motion information encoded in multiple
consecutive frames, so 3D convolution [7, 18] has been proposed to extract features from the spatial
and temporal dimensions for capturing the motion information. Due to the expensive training cost of
3D convolution, many scholars paid much attention on more efficient variants. In related work, Qiu
et al. [13] proposed a separable convolution instead of 3D convolution, in which spatial convolution
(S-Conv) was first performed in form of 2D CNN, and temporal convolution (T-Conv) was applied
on 1D CNN. Pseudo 3D convolution [22] decoupled 3D convolution to reduce computational cost and
achieved good results.
Furthermore, some researchers have proposed to use recurrent networks for video prediction. Sri-
vastav et al. [17] presented a fully connected LSTM (FC-LSTM) to construct an encoder-decoder for
future frames prediction. Traditional LSTM units learn from one-dimensional vectors and lose spatial
information, so FC-LSTM avoids directly predicting future video frames at the image level. Convo-
lution LSTM (ConvLSTM) [15] takes a three-dimensional tensor as input, and impose convolution
operation into gating unit to modify FC-LSTM. However, ConvLSTM cannot achieve better results
due to it is almost impossible to consider motion information and object information at the same
time. Fan et al. [3] proposed Cubic Long Short-Term Memory (CubicLSTM) for video prediction.
CubicLSTM contains three branches to capture moving objects, processing motion, and generate the
output of predicted frame. But CubicLSTM is also not enough to extract a larger range of spatial
information. The above studies motivate us to propose STOR-cube and ST-DA.
3 Research Method
In this section, we describe our proposed model in detail.
3.1 Dimension Conversion
Figure 1 shows the procedure of dimension conversion. Based on the previous research [25], we
transform the air quality data into a pixel matrix A, A ∈ RN×N through spatial conversion, where
N × N means that the city is divided into N × N grids according to longitude and latitude. The
performance of dynamic system in the space-time region is stacked into a three-dimensional array B,
B ∈ RN×N×T , T = {1, 2 . . . , F}is time interval set. We define C = {B1, . . . , Bstep }along the time
step (that is the number of three-dimensional array B). Therefore, given historical observation C, the
prediction is defined as Astep∗F +1.
3.2 Pseudo-3D convolution
Given a three-dimensional array of N×N×T size, where N and T represent the length, height, and
width of each frame. 3D convolution can simultaneously model spatial information like 2D convolution,
and construct temporal connections across frames. Pseudo-3D [? ] decouples 3D convolution based on
Kronecker product into a low-complexity convolution kernel:K = Kx,y⊗Kt, where Kx,y and Kt denote
S-Conv in space domain and T-Conv in time domain, respectively. This means that one 3× 3× 3 3D
convolution kernel can be decoupled into a 1× 3× 3 kernel equivalent to 2D CNN on spatial domain
and 3 × 1 × 1 kernel like 1D CNN in temporal domain. It not only significantly reduces the model
size, but also gives P3D CNN more ability to learn spatio-temporal data.
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Figure 1: Procedure of dimension conversion
3.3 ConvLSTM
ConvLSTM [15] changes the fully connected weights in LSTM to the convolution kernel, so it can
perform temporal modeling local features of 2D array with spatiotemporal characteristics. Traditional
3D convolution is affected by the limitation of convolution kernel, and ignores the long-term periodicity
and other factors, while ConvLSTM can learn long-term time dependence. The input of ConvLSTM
is the generated model from 3D convolutional network, giving full play to the time sequence mem-
ory advantages of the long short-term memory network, and realizing the fusion of spatio-temporal
features. It can be expressed as follows:
ft = σ (Wxf ∗ Xt +Whf ∗ Ht−1 +Wcf ◦Ct−1 + bf ) (1)
Ct = ft◦Ct−1 + it◦ tanh (Wxc ∗ Xt +Whc ∗ Ht−1 + bc) (2)
ot = σ (Wxo ∗ Xt +Who ∗ Ht−1 +Wco◦Ct + bo) (3)
Ht = ot◦ tanh (Ct) (4)
3.4 STOR-cube
Figure 2 illustrates the framework of STOR-cube. It contains three branches: time branch (x-axis),
space branch (y-axis) and output branch (z-axis), therein, time branch and space branch are orthog-
onal. Enter the input Bi into the network: x-axis uses T-Conv to obtain the motion informationHLi ;
y-axis conducts S-Conv to capture the moving object informationH ′Li ; z-axis combines motion infor-
mation and moving object information to generate final prediction, where L is the network depth.
Cube-block (blue box) uses P3D to learn the spatio-temporal representation. The L − th hidden
















where ⊗ denotes 3D convolution operation. f (·) is the activation function, here, we use rectifier
function, that is, f(z) = max(0, z). WT L and WSL are T-Conv kernel parameters and S-Conv kernel
parameters in the L− th layers, and the sizes are 1× 1× 3 and 3× 3× 1, respectively. After obtaining
HLi and H
′L
i , we use ConvLSTM to store and associate motion information with visual information
along x-axis and y-axis in each time step. The input of ConvLSTM is the previous unit status Ci−1
and the current information HLi , then it generates new Ci. The updates are formulated as Equation
7.
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where ∗ represents 2D convolution operation. Cube-blocks are stacked along z-axis and the final
prediction is defined as follows:






Figure 3 describes the framework of ST-DA. Like STOR-cube, ST-DA also adopts P3D and Con-
vLSTM as spatio-temporal reasoning part (blue box), while it is a unified form of S-Conv and T-Conv
for capturing the short-term spatio-temporal features, then use the memory network to learn long-term
characters.
Figure 3: Figure 3: Framework of ST-DA






















and output of the L-th hidden layer. For example, the input size is d × w × h × c, d is the length
of time domain, w × h is the size of spatial domain, and c is the number of channels. Therefore, the
calculation cost of 3D-convolution (kernel size is dk × k × k) is d × w × h × c × dk × k × k, and the
calculation cost of decoupled 3D-convolution is d× w × h× c× (dk + k × k).
ConvLSTM adopts the state-to-state calculation by connecting the spatio-temporal characteristics
in each time step, and its parameters are calculated as follows:
[oi, fi, ii,gi] = σ
(
Kss ∗ hi−1 + Kis ∗Di
)
(10)
ci = fi ∗ ci−1 + ii ∗ gi (11)
hi = oi ∗ tanh (ci) (12)
Kss denotes the state-to-state weight, Kis represents the input-to-state weight; output gate, forget
gate, input gate and content gate are respectively expressed as:oi, fi, ii,gi.
Based on Dynamic Neural Advection (DNA) [2], the output part (red box) applies the learned
spatio-temporal motion influence on the latest state. In this approach, we predict a distribution
over locations from the previous frame for each pixel in the new frame. The predicted pixel value is
computed as an expectation under this distribution.
As shown in Figure 3, the spatio-temporal motion features obtained from the Spatio-temporal
Reasoning are regarded as the constraint Ĵ (c)t of the discrete distribution of pixels in the next frame,
where c is the number of channels to generate predictions.








The loss function is Log-Cosh.
L (y, ŷi) =
n∑
i=1
log (cosh (ŷi − yi)) (15)
Log-Cosh is mostly the same as the mean square error (MSE), but it will not be strongly affected
by the occasional extreme incorrect prediction. It has all the advantages of Huber Loss. The difference
from Huber Loss is that it can be guided twice. For deep learning which use Newton’s method to find
the optimal solution, the second-order derivable function is more advantageous.
4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Datasets and Preprocessing
We used real datasets collected by 42 official monitoring stations in Beijing from Jan 2014 to March
2020. It contains various data, such as PM2.5, PM10, O3 and AQI. Here, we select two datasets, that
are AQI and O3.
The real data is converted into a pixel matrix through space conversion, and the 2D pixel matrix
is stacked to form a 3D pixel matrix block (the size of pixel matrix is 32×32, and the number of
consecutive frames is 10). In other words, the shape of 3D matrix block is 32×32×10, so that it can
fit the requirements of models.
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4.2 Settings
All experiments are conducted on a 64-bit Linux server with NVIDIA Titan GPU and Keras
programming environment (TensorFlow).
ST-DA adopts a pseudo 3D convolution, so each defined spatio-temporal convolutional layer of the
reasoning network contains two layers, namely S-Conv layer (kernel size is 3×3×1) and T-Conv layer
(kernel size is 1×1×3). The number of kernels in each layer is 32, and the depth of spatio-temporal
layer is 3. The number of ConvLSTM units is 8, the number of hidden layers is 64, and all the input-
to-state and state-to-state kernel sizes are 3×3. Relu() is the activation function. Batch normalization
is used for local convolution components. In our experiments, the batch size is set to 64, the max
epoch for training is set to 200. Adadelta is an optimization algorithm. The initial learning rate and
input size of the network are 0.01and 8×10×32×32×1, respectively. The output of P3D convolution
is converted into 8×32×32×90 by reshape layer, and then input into ConvLSTM.
We use 80% of the data for training, 20% for validation. The method of initialize the convolutional
kernel is ‘keras.initializers. glorot_uniform’.
STOR-cube use the similar settings as ST-DA.
4.3 Baselines
We compare our models with the following baseline methods:
LSTM:Long-short term memory (LSTM), due to its unique design structure, it is suitable for pro-
cessing and predicting important events with long intervals and delays in time series.
ARIMA:Auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [9], is an important method for study-
ing time series, based on autoregressive model (referred to as AR model) and moving average model
(referred to as MA model).
SARIMA:Seasonal Auto-regressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) [5], adds seasonal factors
to ARIMA, which is one of the time series forecasting methods.
MLP:Multi-layer perceptron (MLP), its number of hidden units are 256.
ConvLSTM:Convolutional LSTM is a deep learning approach, it rewrites the gating unit of LSTM
into CNN to process image time series data.
ST-ResNet:Deep learning network that originally proposed to predict traffic [26] and air quality [25].
4.4 Evaluation Metrics
We apply two widely used metrics to evaluate the performance of our models, i.e., Root Mean












|ŷi − yi| (17)
whereŷi and yi mean the prediction value and real value in i time stamp, and n is the total number
of cases.
4.5 Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Results
Our models are verified on two real-world datasets. In Part 1, we compare our models with some
baseline models. In Part 2, we conduct hyperparameter evaluation of these two models.
Comparison of our model with baselines
Table 1 gives the compared results of each model on two datasets. Obviously, the training MAE are
better than those of validation. This is because the regularization in Keras is closed during verifying.
The prediction results of traditional time series methods (eg. LSTM, ARIMA, SARIMA and MLP)
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are not ideal. Their MAE on AQI is 25 35, and RMSE is 4.1 4.5. The MAE of O3 is 15 20, and RMSE
is 2.9 3.1.
Table 1: Comparison of our model with baselines
















LSTM 36.78 26.93 4.78 4.18 26.04 15.56 3.56 2.98
ARIMA 36.74 30.53 4.65 4.13 26.92 17.54 3.67 3.02
SARIMA 37.63 27.49 4.75 4.20 27.53 17.49 3.69 3.04
MLP 42.07 32.77 4.95 4.35 26.68 16.54 3.61 2.91
ConvLSTM 30.77 22.47 4.33 4.09 25.73 15.58 3.57 2.93
ST-ResNet 27.76 20.75 4.12 3.87 21.42 12.98 3.26 2.59
STOR-cube 30.57 21.03 4.44 4.07 20.32 12.95 3.20 2.55
ST-DA 25.76 18.36 4.13 3.99 17.46 10.50 2.92 2.48
On the contrary, deep learning models (eg. ConvLSTM, ST-ResNet, STOR-cube and ST-DA)
considering temporal and spatial characteristics can get better results. Their MAE on AQI is 18 23,
and RMSE is 3.8 4.1; The MAE of O3 is 10 16, and RMSE is 2.4 2.9. In deep learning model,
ST-ResNet performs better on MAE and RMSE of AQI dataset than STOR-cube, but worse on O3.
According to all the evaluation indexes, ST-DA is the best. ST-DA has advantages in describing
spatio-temporal characteristics, while STOR-cube has several gaps, due to it orthogonally couples the
temporal and spatial reasoning. Experiments show that STOR-cube focus on moving objects instead
of physics, so it performs poorly when facing invisible objects (i.e. air quality). ST-DA does better
promote to invisible objects.
Comparison of our model with baselines
Figure 4 shows the prediction performance of STOR-cube with different network depths (the dot is
Training MAE, and the line is Validation MAE). The prediction performance improves as the network
depth increases, and achieve better performance at depth=6 and depth=9, then the performance
decreases. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the prediction performance of different depth and sequential
step in ST-DA. Figure 5 describes the performance decreases as the depth increases, and when the
depth reaches 6 and 12, there is even a chaotic situation, here Validation MAE outperforms Training
MAE. Figure 6 shows that the best performance when step=8, and the increase in step will also
lead to a decreasing performance. A potential reason is that more parameters need to be learned
considering longer term dependence. The more steps, the time dependence among data will become
more complicated, as a result, training process becomes more difficult.
4.5.2 Discussion
It can be seen from Part1 that the regression models such as LSTM, ARIMA, SARIMA and
MLP which regard air pollution data as time series, so the result are the worst. The extraction of
spatio-temporal features needs understanding the attributes of spatio-temporal data, that is, temporal
ontology and spatial ontology. The spatio-temporal ontology in this paper is that the air occupies a
continuous space (not discrete), and it is also related with time. Based on this, the spatio-temporal
reasoning modules are designed based on CNN (deal with continuous spatial information) and memory
network (deal with continuous temporal features). The traditional regression models, such as LSTM,
ARIMA, Sarima and MLP, simply regard spatio-temporal data as time series, ignoring the complex
correlation between spatial structure and spatio-temporal coupling, so their effect is the worst.
The deep learning networks, such as ConvLSTM and ST-ResNet, construct and analyze the in-
teractive relationship of spatio-temporal data. ConvLSTM replaces LSTM’s gating unit with CNN
to capture the time connection in spatial level. However, its shortcoming is limiting the convolution
depth of gating unit, and lack of high-dimensional feature extraction ability.ST-ResNet limits the time
attribute to periodicity, trend and nearest proximity, and loses the low-level motion in time dimension,
so their prediction accuracy is not good.
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(a) depth=3 (b) depth=6
(c) depth=9 (d) depth=12
Figure 4: Influence of depth for STOR-cube We changed the network depth of the spatial dimension
and the temporal dimension (S-Conv and T-Conv layer depth) for comparison experiments.
ST-DA builds a spatio-temporal overlay model, that is, to capture spatio-temporal features by
using the cascaded ST-layer, adopting ConvLSTM as the memory network connect context, and then
to build a generator for predictions based on dynamic neural advection method. The results of ST-DA
are the best, because ST-DA is more focused on studying the dynamic system of time and space, and
can better predict the invisible objects (such as air quality, etc.).
From Part 2, we can see that deep network usually has better results, because it can not only cap-
ture the dependencies between neighboring regions and recent time, but also obtain the dependencies
between distant regions and long time. However, the deeper the network, the more difficult it is to
train.
Some works have proved that decoupling 3D convolution kernel into a combination of 1×3×3
S-Conv and 3×1×1 T-Conv can capture the spatio-temporal features, and reduce the training pa-
rameters. Based on the above, we adopt S-Conv and T-Conv in ST-DA. The combination of S-Conv
and T-Conv is parallel or cascade structure instead of 3×3×3 convolution kernel. We process spatio-
temporal ontology on STOR-cube, that is orthogonal combination of time module and space module.
ST-DA uses another cascade mode, that is constructing a unified spatio-temporal model (adding a
time support module on the basis of the existing spatial one.
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(a) depth=3 (b) depth=6
(c) depth=9 (d) depth=12
Figure 5: Influence of depth for ST-DAWe changed the network depth of the spatio-temporal reasoning
module for comparison experiments.
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(a) step=4 (b) step=8
(c) step=11 (d) step=20
Figure 6: Influence of sequential step for ST-DA We changed the sequence step of the long-term
connection part (ConvLSTM) for comparison experiments.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed deep spatio-temporal learning mechanisms to predict air quality. Based
on video processing technology, two innovative spatio-temporal data mining models were designed,
namely STOR-cube and ST-DA.
• STOR-cube consists of three branches, i.e., spatial branch for capturing moving objects, temporal
branch for processing motion, and output branch for coupling the first two mutually orthogonal
branches to generate a prediction frame.
• ST-DA designs a spatio-temporal reasoning network to learn the characteristics of spatio-temporal
domain, and its impact on future is explicitly modeled by pixel motion. It is good at processing
the complex and non-linear conditions.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose deep spatio-temporal learning mechanisms by extending two-dimension spatio-
temporal data into three-dimension to model the dynamic spatial and non-linear temporal cor-
relations based on video processing technology.
• STOR-cube and ST-DA modules are presented to extract different spatio-temporal features, and
evaluated on real-world datasets to achieve global predictions.
• Quantitative comparison results against existing and state-of-the-art models.
In future work, we plan to conduct more experiments with different spatio-temporal prediction
tasks, such as water consumption prediction. Furthermore, we will enrich this research by considering
multi-source heterogeneous spatio-temporal big data and various external factors.
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